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Atrocity crimes are not only a serious threat to human life but also to national and international peace and security. Measures taken to prevent these crimes are therefore of great importance, also serving to reinforce states sovereignty by reducing the need for more intrusive forms of response from the international community. In 2014 the United Nations Special Advisers on the Prevention of Genocide and on the Responsibility to Protect presented an updated framework of analysis for the risk of genocide, which also includes the risk of crimes against humanity, war crimes and ethnic cleansing – the so-called Framework of Analysis for Mass Atrocity Crimes (henceforth referred to as ‘the Framework’). This framework serves as a working tool to identify those countries most at risk of atrocity crimes.\(^1\)

The following risk assessment for atrocity crimes in Myanmar utilises the risk factors and indicators as set out in the Framework. Important to note is that only the risk factors and indicators currently relevant to the situation in Myanmar are outlined in this assessment.

Myanmar is a country with a history of violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, and the 69 years that Myanmar has been independent has been characterised by military rule, human rights abuses as well as ethnic and religious tensions and violence. Thus, when the new government entered into power in March 2016 they inherited overwhelming human rights challenges, and the expectations from the people of Myanmar as well as the international community have been high. Unfortunately, one and a half year later there continue to be reports of serious human rights violations. The findings of the empirical analysis of Myanmar show that the current risks of mass atrocity crimes occurring in Myanmar are very high. In fact, there are a number of indicators present for the specific risk factors, relating to crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. Several indicators relating to the risk the crime of genocide (Risk Factor 9 and 10) were identified, and although the UN has not yet determined whether the violence against the Rohingyas meet the legal criteria for genocide, there is evidence of an intent to destroy the Rohingya people. Amnesty International has concluded that the violent acts against the Rohingyas constitute crimes against humanity, and the indicators referring to crimes against humanity (Risk Factor 11, 12 and 13) also denote that Myanmar’s military forces and various armed groups are committing crimes against humanity and war crimes against civilian populations in Kachin and Shan States. In addition to this, the analysis of the eight common risk factors, including several indicators, displays the presence of conditions that increase the risk of atrocity crimes.
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The Framework of Analysis is comprised of 14 Risk Factors of atrocity crimes, and subsequent to each risk factor are 6 to 18 specific Indicators that help to determine the degree to which each Risk Factor is present. Together, these Risk Factors and Indicators guide the collection and assessment of data as regards to the risk of atrocity crimes in Myanmar. 8 of the 14 Risk Factors constitute Common Risk Factors, which are conditions that increase the probability or risk of atrocity crimes, although not necessarily identifying the specific type of crime. The additional 6 Specific Risk Factors, on the other hand, helps to identify the risks associated with each of the three international crimes – namely genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes (risks of ethnic cleansing are integrated into those of the other atrocity crimes).

Following the collection of data for each of the Risk Factors and its specific Indicators an overall assessment is made as regards the risk of atrocity crimes in Myanmar. A greater number of Risk Factors and Indicators being present indicate an enhanced risk for the occurrence of atrocity crimes. It is important to note that the absence of any Risk Factor or Indicator does not indicate that they are any less important, only that those issues are of minimal concern at the present stage. It is also important to stress that the risk factors and indicators are not ranked, however, they are situated and analysed within the broader political, historical and cultural context of Myanmar.

### COMMON RISK FACTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>Situations of armed conflict or other forms of instability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Record of serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Weakness of State structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Motives or incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Capacity to commit atrocity crimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Absence of mitigating factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Enabling circumstances or preparatory action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Triggering factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPECIFIC RISK FACTORS

#### Genocide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>Inter group tensions or patterns of discrimination against protected groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Signs of an intent to destroy in whole or in part a protected group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Crimes against humanity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>Signs of a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Signs of a plan or policy to attack any civilian population</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### War Crimes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>Serious threats to those protected under international humanitarian law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Serious threats to humanitarian or peacekeeping operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further information about the above mentioned risk factors and indicators, as well as a more detailed outline of the Framework of Analysis for Atrocity Crimes, can be found by clicking here or by visiting the UN website at [www.un.org](http://www.un.org).
The first risk factor identifies “situations that place a State under stress and generate an environment conductive to atrocity crimes”, such as armed conflict, humanitarian crisis, economic and/or social instabilities. Despite the national ceasefire agreement and current peace process there are contained clashes between government forces and various armed groups in several parts of the country. In addition to this, there is further evidence of social and economic instabilities, a humanitarian crisis and a volatile political situation.

Non-international armed conflict
In October 2015 a national ceasefire was signed between most of the country’s armed groups and the regime, officially ending a civil war that had been ongoing since Myanmar gained its independence from the British in 1948, and in which mass atrocities frequently had been used as a weapon of war. However, a closer look on the situation on the ground discloses a reality with continued violent clashes between government forces (the Tatmadaw) and various armed groups in several parts of the country, including the Kachin, Shan, Chin, Rakhine and Karen States. Indicator 1.1, which refers to a non-international armed conflict, is thereby present.

The last months of 2016 saw reports of increased fighting in the north eastern parts of the country (northern Kachin and Shan State) between the government forces and “the Northern Alliance”. The former is an umbrella organisation formed by four ethnic opposition groups from northern Myanmar (the Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army, the Arakan Army, the Ta’ang National Liberation Army, and the Kachin Independence Army) in order to coordinate their military action against the government forces, which they accuse of carrying out attacks against them. With almost daily clashes between the Tatmadaw and the Northern Alliance, including reports of government forces using air power and long-range artillery, it appears as the use of force continues to be the Tatmadaw and its armed adversaries’ first resource rather than using the newly established peacebuilding institutions.

There were furthermore reports of several deadly clashes in the Rakhine state following an attack of 500 to 800 people in October 2016 on border police bases in the northern part of Rakhine. The situation in northern Rakhine State has further deteriorated since the 25th of August this year when the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army’s attacked the Myanmar security forces. A recent report by Amnesty International describes how Myanmar’s security forces systematically target the Rohingya population in northern Rakhine State in a ruthless campaign of organized violence and commits serious violations of human rights.

According to the United Nations (UN) Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar, it is the civilian population that has borne the brunt of the continued fighting with these violent clashes usually resulting in grave violations of human rights by all conflicting parties.

The peace process – a challenging task
Indicator 1.2 is also apparent in Myanmar, which refers to a defection from a peace agreement, causing a security crisis. However, it is not so much of a defection but rather defects and complexities of the current peace process, which is an extraordinary difficult process as it tries to unify approximately 20 various ethnic armed groups that since 1948 have been fighting for independence, autonomy, ethnic minority rights, and/or sometimes economic purposes.
Achieving peace is a top priority for the National League for Democracy (NLD) led government, which has made efforts to bring remaining ethnic armed groups to the peace process and to sign the National Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) that was developed by the former government. Only eight armed groups have so far signed the NCA, and remains seized in ongoing mediation with the NLD and the Tatmadaw. This constitutes a challenge in the current peace process, as the military repeatedly highlights the signing of the NCA as a precondition for participation in the political dialogue. However, this precondition has not been strictly enforced in the Panglong-21 conferences that were established by the new government. At the first Panglong-21 conference held in August/September 2016 non-signatories to the NCA were allowed to attend, which nearly all armed groups did (except the AA, TNLA, MNDAA and NSCN-Khaplang). During the second conference in May 2017 State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi met with a block consisting of seven ethnic armed groups that have rejected to sign the NCA but want to participate in peace talks. Overall the conferences have been a step in the right direction, with the second Panglong-21 conferences resulting in 37 out of the 45 points being agreed upon. Critical issues however, such as self-determination and secession, still remains to be discussed.

Moreover, there are other huge challenges ahead, not least as the NLD-government need the approval from the military for any concessions made with ethnic groups, while at the same time balancing the role and influence that China has on the peace process and continued fighting. The role of China will be further elaborated on under Risk Factor 5 (see ‘Support from external actors – the role of China’).

The peace process is also hampered due to the deficient capacity of the government’s peace secretariat (the National Reconciliation and Peace Centre (NRPC)), the deep-rooted distrust and the fact that several armed groups still have reservations to the current peace process, believing continued fighting to be more advantageous than signing the NCA and entering into dialogue with the government and the Tatmadaw.

Thus, despite the efforts of the current government to move forward with the peace process, there are still major challenges to overcome in order to put an end the instable security situation.

A humanitarian crisis in the disaster-prone Myanmar
Indicator 1.3 relates to “humanitarian crisis or emergency, including those caused by natural disasters or epidemics”. According to the Myanmar Humanitarian Needs Overview 2017 by the UN’s Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) there is an ongoing humanitarian crisis in Rakhine, Shan and Kachin States, with a total of 218,000 displaced people and 526,000 people in need of humanitarian assistance. This is the result of various factors including severe malnutrition, armed conflict, restriction of movement, and lack of life-saving services. Since the August 25 attacks at least another 500,000 civilians, out of whom an estimated 94 per cent are Rohingyas, have fled their homes in the northern Rakhine State. The UN Secretary General António Guterres have described the situation as “the world’s fastest developing refugee emergency and a humanitarian and human rights nightmare”.

In addition to this, Myanmar’s frequent exposure to natural disasters is further adding to the current crisis. Just last year Myanmar experienced flash floods and two earthquakes reaching a 6.8 magnitude, which damaged, among other things, roads, farm land, hospitals, schools and houses, and temporarily displaced over half a million people and left 133,000 people in need of livelihood support.
A volatile political situation
Indicator 1.4 and 1.5 refers to political instability caused by “irregular regime change or change of power” (1.4) and “disputes over power or growing nationalist, armed or radical opposition movements” (1.5), both of which are present in Myanmar. The recent change of power from military rule to democracy, together with the central government’s tense relationship with many of the ethnic minority leaders, constitutes two major factors affecting the current volatile political stability in Myanmar.

Transfer of power – from military rule to democracy
On the 8th of November in 2015 the National League for Democracy (NLD) won a resounding electoral victory, securing 80 per cent of the seats in parliament. This was the first national election since the introduction of a nominally civilian government in 2011, which ended the historical military rule of Myanmar that been characterised by human rights abuses, systemic corruption, rigid control, and an abrasive nationalism. Nevertheless, the military managed to ensure their continued political role through the rewriting of the Constitution in 2008, thereby guaranteeing themselves 25 per cent of the seats in parliament and veto rights with regards to constitutional changes.

On the 30th of March 2016 Htin Kyaw was sworn in as President. Htin Kyaw is an ally of the famous human rights activist Daw Aung Sang Suu Kyi, who lead the NLD to victory in the election but is barred from Presidency by the Constitution. Suu Kyi was controversially appointed to a newly created special advisory role of State Counsellor, giving Suu Kyi’s office its own budget and the authority to advise both the executive and legislative branches. Despite the discontent of the military-backed Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) at the State Counsellor development, Commander-in-Chief Min Aung Hlaing has maintained an acceptance of its role as a separate institution working under the leadership of the civilian government, nevertheless stressing the primacy of the 2008 Constitution and the obvious implication that has for the continued role it sees itself playing in political affairs. This because the 2008 Constitution provides the military with a great amount of influence, as for example not being under civilian control, having the right to dissolve the government, and the power to appoint the ministers of defence, border affairs and home affairs. Additionally, elements of the former military government still remain in Kyaw’s new cabinet. For example, one of the two vice presidents is the retired general Myint Swe, who was nominated by the military for this position. In this sense, the military and the NLD seem to have reached some kind of political equilibrium, although a fragile one with few mechanisms that will help to avoid future confrontations between the two.

Disputes over power with ethnic armed opposition movements
A point of growing political instability lies in the central government’s relationship with the many ethnic minority political leaders who are feeling increasingly alienated from decision-making. The ongoing discussion regarding the decentralisation of state power, which was included in the 2008 Constitution and theoretically would provide the seven ethnic minority states with certain legislative and executive powers, has caused many ethnic groups to organise themselves and continue their fight to gain autonomous rights.

Economic instability
Myanmar is well positioned to stabilise its economy, with the lift of sanctions by the United States and the European Union in 2012 as well as Myanmar’s significant potential within the agricultural sector, rich endowment of natural resources, and strategic geographical location between two of the world’s biggest economies – India and China. However, two indicators pointing to economic instability are observable. Before analysing these indicators further it is important to note that any
claims about the economic conditions in Myanmar must be made with a degree of caution, as a large underground economy and poor statistical capacity are muddying the waters. Economic instability caused by disputes over resources
Indicator 1.7, which includes economic instability “caused by disputes over the use or exploitation of resources”, is observed in Myanmar. Despite the liberalisation of the country’s economy the military maintain effective control of it, especially Myanmar’s natural resources. The military’s ambition to retain economic dominance and hold on to these resources constitutes an underlying factor to the ongoing, and historic, conflict between the military and Myanmar’s ethnic minorities, as most of these resources are located in territory inhabited by ethnic minorities. Conflict over resources does not only cause social unrest but also have a negative impact on the stability of the economy.

Economic instability caused by severe crisis in the national economy
Indicator 1.8 refers to economic instability “caused by a severe crisis in the national economy”. Despite the positive outlook and overall economic growth, with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimating Myanmar’s economic growth for 2015/2016 being 7.3 per cent, the challenges to maintain macrofinancial stability are significant. The IMF lists some factors that have a detrimental effect on the stability of the national economy.

The IMF points to how the weak gas prices and inefficiencies are weighting state economic enterprises performances and thereby also government revenues. They further highlight the economic impacts following last year’s earthquakes and the floods in 2015, and how natural disasters continue to pose a significant risk to the economy. With agriculture constituting the backbone of the country’s economy (comprising 38 per cent of GDP and being the second largest export commodity), furthermore being the major source of employment and livelihood for a majority of the population, it is easy to see the detrimental effect that natural disasters have on both the micro- and macrofinancial stability.

Social instability – the issue of identity
Indicator 1.11 relates to social instability “caused by exclusion or tensions based on identity issues, their perception or extremist forms”. The issue of identity is a crucial aspect to the current social instability in Myanmar, including the ongoing armed conflict between the Tatmadaw and various armed groups as well as the social exclusion experienced by some groups, not least the Rohingya people. However, in order to understand the current situation it is important to put it into the wider historical and cultural context of the development of today’s nation-state that is Myanmar.

Myanmar is a country with rich dimensions of ethnicities, cultures, religions and political views, and the social coexistence between these diverse groups is an issue that have haunted the country throughout its history. Various attempts has been made to form national unity between these diverse groups and construct a single national identity, which instead caused a growth in a religious nationalism that eventually resulted in the domination of the Burmese identity for which Buddhism became the central criterion for being a ‘true Burmese’. This process has steadily weakened the political and cultural activities of other ethnicities and turned Myanmar into a state model that reminds of a unitary structure, but which has kept all the political power under control of the ethnic Burmese people.

The assimilation policy by Myanmar’s military regime triggered an identity- and ethnic crisis, which remains as one of the root causes to the current social unrest. Non-Burmans launched to armed
resistance, as they did not see any other means of responding to this forced assimilation. Many minority groups are feeling that their ethnic identity, including their language and culture, has been ignored by the central government.

Through this process, the Rohingya people, who are a Muslim minority group with an estimated population of more than one million people living in the Rakhine State of Myanmar, have been one of the most affected populations. They have been the victims of discriminatory laws implemented by national governments throughout the military regime. Even in today’s Myanmar they continue to be socially excluded by restrictive policies and practices, not least through the 2008 Constitution, which restricts citizenship to those who have two parents that are already deemed to be citizens. As a consequence, the Rohingya people have been denied citizenship, as they are not – despite their deep links to their country – considered as one of the indigenous ethnic groups of Myanmar.

The identity crisis and social exclusion of ethnic groups have contributed to the continuing conflicts along ethnic lines, which, together with the countrywide anti Muslim unrest, present the greatest obstacles in Myanmar’s process towards democratisation and economic development.

Risk factor 2 concerns “past or current serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, particularly if assuming an early pattern of conduct, and including those amounting to atrocity crimes, that have not been prevented, punished or adequately addressed and, as a result, create a risk of further violations”. Myanmar is a country with a history of violations of international human rights, humanitarian law and mass atrocity crimes. Unfortunately, one year following the new government’s entry into power, there continue to be reports of serious violations of human rights and humanitarian law, including numerous reports of military and security forces committing atrocity crimes against the Rohingya people. The current political system in which the military still have extended powers is rendering it difficult for the NLD-led government to create change and take any concrete actions against the military. Although some small steps have been taken to improve the situation there are various indicators present that fosters continued widespread human rights abuses. This includes a culture of impunity and inaction to use all possible means to stop human rights violations, as well as a lack of reconciliation and transitional justice, and widespread mistrust in State institutions as a result of impunity.

Past violations
Indicator 2.1 and 2.2 both refers to past violations, the former with past ‘serious restrictions to or violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, particularly if assuming an early pattern of conduct and if targeting protected groups, populations or individuals’ and the latter with past ‘acts of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes or their incitement’. Myanmar is a country with a history of violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, including mass atrocity crimes. The protracted armed conflict between various armed factions and the government forces since the country’s independence in 1948 is an important piece in understanding the history of, and continuous, violations of international human rights, humanitarian law, and atrocity crimes in Myanmar.
When the British left Myanmar in 1948, they left a weak state lacking the institutional and legitimate capacity to control such an ethnically, religiously, culturally and politically diverse country, all of which had different views of the future shape of this new Burma. This led to the military raising to power, being seen as the only institution that could control and unite the country. One of their strategies to remain in control was by the commission of atrocities, including the deliberate killing of civilians and systematic and widespread human rights violations. Districts largely inhabited with people considered as non-burman, such as the Shan, Kachin and Sagain in the north, the Chin in the west, and Karen in the east, have faced severe repression and human rights abuses. The 1982 Citizenship Law, which recognises three categories of citizenship (full, naturalised and associate), effectively denies the Rohingya people the possibility of acquiring citizenship and thereby also the basic rights that comes with it. As a consequence, they have since been the victims of human rights violations such as restrictions of movement, denial of access to education, forced labour, and loss of land holdings. Since the changes in 1982 there has been an increase in the level of state violence against the Rohingyas, causing many to flee to neighbouring Bangladesh.

Thus, the 69 years that Myanmar has been independent has been characterised by military rule as well as ethnic and religious tensions and violence, generating an environment conducive to atrocity crimes that has resulted the death of an estimated 158,000 civilians. There are numerous documentation of human rights abuses, including sexual violence, torture, extrajudicial killings, forced labour, forced recruitment of tens of thousands of child soldiers, and the displacement of over one million people. These crimes have not been adequately addressed and several human rights organisations are calling for accountability for both past and present human rights violations.

As stated in the framework, a country with a history of violence and human rights abuses are more prone to further atrocity crimes, which has proven to be true for Myanmar.

**Present violations**

Indicator 2.1 also refers to present restrictions or violations of international human right and humanitarian law. As evident from the previous section, the current government inherited overwhelming human rights challenges, and the expectations from the people of Myanmar as well as the international community have been high. Unfortunately, one year following the new government’s entry into power, there continues to be reports of serious human rights violations. The UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in Myanmar (henceforth UN Special Rapporteur), Ms. Yanghee Lee, has expressed serious concerns over the human right situation, with evidence of, among other things, forced evictions, discriminatory laws and policies, as well as surveillance, arrests and killings of civil society actors for peaceful and democratic activities. The UN Secretary General and UN Security Council has also expressed serious concern about the reports of excessive use of violence against the Rohingyas in northern Rakhine State.

Ms. Yanghee Lee has also expressed concerns that the UN and other humanitarian organisations have been denied access to deliver humanitarian relief assistance to those displaced by the escalation of conflict in Kachin and Shan States. There are reports of serious violations of human rights and humanitarian law committed by all parties to the conflict, including torture, arbitrary killings, abductions, inhumane and degrading treatment, and sexual- and gender-based violence, all of which frequently go uninvestigated.
Since October last year, following the attacks on border police outposts in northern Rohingya, there have been various reports of security forces committing atrocity crimes against the Rohingya people during so-called ‘clearance operations,’ with allegations of extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests, torture, systematic rape, and the burning of Rohingya villages. Some UN officials have been describing the actions of the military against the Rohingyas as so severe that it is very likely to amount to ethnic cleansing. According to the military, they are countering Rohingya rebel insurgency. However, since the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army’s attacked the Myanmar security forces on the 25th of August this year, the situation has further deteriorated. A recent report by Amnesty International describes how Myanmar’s security forces systematically target the Rohingya population in northern Rakhine State in a ruthless campaign of organised violence and serious violations of human rights.

As touched upon in the previous section the Rohingya people have for long been denied citizenship, and the government's effort of a citizenship verification process has been stalled. To qualify for citizenship through this verification process Rohingya people has to identify themselves as Bengalis, as well as to provide the right documentation. Most Rohingyas are sceptic to the verification process and refuse to renounce their Rohingya identity. Some Rohingya people however have registered as Bengalis to gain citizenship and rights, this only to discover that nothing will really change. Thus, in addition to lacking citizenship, including all the rights it entails, the Rohingyas and Muslim people elsewhere in Rakhine State continue to face human rights violations in the form of restrictions of access to education, health-care, livelihoods, and restriction of movement (being confined to their villages or displacement camps).

Another Muslim population in the Rakhine State that have been the target of violence and discrimination is the Kamans. Following the escalation of violence in the Rakhine State in 2012, thousands of Kaman people are now living in IDP camps and facing the same restrictions as the Rohingyas. Despite the Kamans being recognised as one of the indigenous ethnic groups of Myanmar, and thereby granted citizenship, they are finding it increasingly difficult to gain national identity cards. This because many are accused of actually being Rohingyas only claiming to be Kamans in order to gain ID-cards.

A practice of impunity and inaction to stop ongoing violations
A further analysis of the above mentioned violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, including the reports of atrocity crimes being committed against the Rohingyas, displays the presence of both indicator 2.3 and 2.4, which refers to “policy or practice of impunity for or tolerance of,” as well as “the inaction, reluctance or refusal to use all possible means to stop planned, predictable or ongoing” serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian law or likely atrocity crimes, or their incitement. There is a continued culture of impunity for, and inaction to use all possible means to stop human rights violations against civil society actors as well as ethnic and religious minorities, including the alleged atrocity crimes committed against the Rohingya Muslims. However, when examining the continued policies and practices of impunity, as well as the inaction to put an end to violations of human rights and international humanitarian law, it is important to put it into the broader context of the complex political environment and system that the NLD-led government has to manoeuvre in order to create change.

There are a number of issues indicating a continued policy and practice of impunity as well as an inaction to use all possible means to stop violations of human rights and international humanitarian
law. The UN and several human rights organisations have urged the government to take prompt action and put an end to human rights violations, including the systematic and institutionalised discrimination against religious and ethnic minorities, furthermore stressing the need for an impartial investigation into human rights violations. The previous commissions that have been established by Myanmar to review the situation have been questioned as regards to the extent to which their investigations have been “prompt, thorough, independent and impartial”. Moreover, the government is yet to take effective measures to halt religious hatred and bring perpetrators of attacks against religious minorities to justice. An especially worrisome sign as reports of human rights and humanitarian law violations in conflict areas increased during the end of 2016, including the serious abuses against the Rohingya people, was that Suu Kyi made few, if any, comments. Also civil society actors continue to face harassment, intimidation and surveillance by the authorities. The government’s legal reform process of certain repressive laws, which put civil society actors at risk for peaceful and democratic activities, have to a large extent, according to human rights organisations, lacked transparency and failed to adequately consult with civil society and legal experts. The UN General Assembly has also raised concerns over the increasing numbers of charges of criminal defamation against journalists, politicians, students and social media users for their peaceful expression of opinion. Although some repressive laws have been repealed, there are still cause for concern as the Unlawful Associations Act, the Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession Law continue to be used for arbitrarily arrest and the detention of people for exercising their rights to freedom of expression and association, including on the basis of their ethnicity or political beliefs. There is furthermore a continued culture of impunity for serious violations of human rights and humanitarian law. This culture is maintained through both policy and practice, with most violations not being investigated, a lack of complains mechanisms for victims of human rights abuses, and the 2008 Constitution protecting the army from any criminal investigations. With the military not being under civilian control the government’s capacity to put an end to this culture of impunity and to influence the military to comply with international humanitarian law standards is limited. However, some small steps have been taken to improve the situation, including a move away from total impunity. There have been a few instances of recognition that security forces have committed serious crimes, where low-ranking military officials have been brought to civilian courts and tried and convicted for serious crimes. One of the most recent cases is Lt.-General Mya Tun Oo, the deputy commander of the Army’s North Eastern Command, who in August 2016 admitted that five local men had been killed by his solders. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, in order for the NLD-led government to change current practices and policies they have to work through a complex political environment and system, which the military to a large extent remain in control of. For example, the military still controls Myanmar’s civil and security apparatus, being in charge of the ministries of defence, border affairs and home affairs as well as 25 per cent of the parliament, and thereby having the power to veto any constitutional changes. Thus, the military can make governing, including creating political and policy changes, very difficult for the government. Just in terms of administration, the government has to go through the General Administration Department, which falls under the Ministry of Home Affairs and thereby is controlled by the military. The General Administration Department is responsible for the country’s public administrative structure, including the 14 state and regional governments. The military also have the ability to hinder national planning and regulations by making traps in the budget through their connections to the permanent secretaries, who were appointed during the former government and have kept their positions under the new government.
ment therefore needs to work together with the generals both in the government and parliament to change current laws, policies and practices. The parliament however have shown initiative to build some autonomy, with some MPs questioning the national executive, including enhanced efforts to investigate and put perpetrators to justice for human rights abuses.

Underlying factors fostering continued serious human rights abuses
Indicator 2.7 and 2.8 refers to underlying factors that fosters continued widespread human rights abuses, namely the lack of reconciliation and transitional justice (indicator 2.7) and the mistrust in state institutions as a result of impunity (indicator 2.8).

Absence of reconciliation and transitional justice
Achieving peace is a top priority for the NLD-led government. In their 2015 Elections manifesto the NLD states that they will take action to “Resolve problems between ethnic groups through dialogue based on mutual respect”, and the governments peace efforts through the Panglong-21 conferenc- es has been an important arena for dialogue, which has resulted in steps forward towards peace. However, as mentioned in previous sections, little has been made to account for the crimes committed during the protracted armed conflict and former military regime. A key aspect of reconciliation and transitional justice following a conflict is the acknowledgement of past violations and suffering caused. According to the International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ), an international non-profit organisation specialised in the field of transitional justice, any discussions of the extensive human rights abuses in the past has been largely understood to be off the table. This despite the expectations from victims of past and present human rights violations who seek retribution, or at least an official acknowledgement, for the abuses they have suffered.

The military is very likely to resist any efforts towards acknowledging past or present abuses, including any discussions on transitional justice, in fear of them one day being brought to justice for war crimes or crimes against humanity.

Thus, as stated in their election manifesto, the government’s priority is to establish a dialogue between the conflicting parties. With regards to national reconciliation, it appears that the main focus so far has been on the relations between the NLD, the military, officials and supporters to the former governments.

Widespread mistrust in State institutions as a result of impunity
The apparent culture of impunity (see Risk Factor 2 “A practice of impunity and reluctance to stop ongoing violations”) together with the lack of transitional justice and reconciliation has had an effect on the people of Myanmar’s confidence in the State and its institutions, creating a lack of trust that the government will protect them. That Suu Kyi has not taken concrete actions to end the ongoing violence, despite the increasing number of reports of human rights and humanitarian law violations, constitute a serious obstacle towards a stable Myanmar where the people have faith in the government and state institutions. As written by Network for Human Rights Documentation in Burma “The large spike in human rights violations committed over the past year suggests silence does indeed result in recurrence”, thus leaving the people of Myanmar not being able to trust that abuses will not continue. With the government facing a complex political system in which the military has extended powers it is difficult for them to change current policies and practices. Unfortunately, without the government speaking up and taking concrete actions to put an end to this culture of impunity, the distrust against the State will continue.
Risk Factor 3: Weakness of State Structures

Risk Factor 3 involves circumstances that negatively affect the capacity of a State to prevent or halt atrocity crimes. The analysis of Risk Factor 3 demonstrates the presence of eight indicators, revealing that the government to a large extent lack the capacity necessary to stop and prevent human rights and humanitarian law violations, which, as a consequence, increase the probability of atrocity crimes. As this section will show, Myanmar’s national legal framework does not offer sufficient protection of human rights and that there is a need for more resources and training being dedicated to state institutions, in particular judicial, law enforcement and human rights institutions. It furthermore demonstrates problems with high levels of corruption and poor governance, as indicated by the country’s low scores on Transparency International’s Corruption Index and World Bank’s Data on corruption, rule of law, government effectiveness and transparency. Especially problematic is the extended power guaranteed to the military in the 2008 Constitution, including the military not being under civilian control, which affects the government’s capacity to influence the military to comply with human rights and international humanitarian law standards.

Weaknesses in the national legal framework and the lack of ratifications of international human rights treaties

Indicator 3.1 relates to weaknesses in national legal frameworks that cause a lack of ample and effective protection, including through the ratification of relevant international human rights and humanitarian law treaties. In UN Special Rapporteur’s report from March this year Ms. Yanghee Lee raises several concerns over Myanmar’s national legal framework, which does not offer sufficient protection of human rights across the country. Although the government during its first year in office has made efforts to repeal or amend certain legislations that are incompatible with fundamental human rights law, such as the amendments to the Ward or Village Tract Administration Law (2012) and the repeal of the State Protection Act (1975) and the Emergency Provisions Act (1950), many legal frameworks that do not comply with international standards are still in force. Some of the most pressing are pertaining to the Citizenship Law (1982) and freedom of association, expression and religious practice. With regards to the former, the UN Special Rapporteur in particular stresses the importance of removing provisions that provide for the granting of citizenship on the basis of ethnicity or race, and to resolve the legal status of habitual residents of Myanmar, ensuring “equal access to citizenship through a non-discriminatory and voluntary process”82.83 She further highlights the urgency of enacting laws on the prevention of violence against women and the rights of children.84

Ms. Yanghee Lee also suggest “a law on law-making” in order to set out a clear and consistent legislative process that guarantee transparency and the systematic public consultation on draft laws. A step in the right direction in this matter is the adoption of the Strategic Plan (2015-2019), which serves to protect human rights and uphold prosecutorial ethics through the drafting and vetting of laws.85

Imperative for the effective operation of the rule of law in Myanmar is the amendment of the 2008 Constitution. Drafted by the military regime and voted into adoption in a dubious referendum, the 2008 Constitution represents the foundation of the military’s claim to continued political involvement and lack of civilian oversight of the military86. With the military controlling 25 per cent of the parliament they thereby also have the capacity to veto any constitutional changes. Thus, amendments of the constitution would require the acceptance of military, amendments that most likely would involve them renouncing some of its power. Conscious that this is a highly politically sensitive issue, the UN Special Rapporteur continues to stress the importance of a constitutional reform and encourage all stakeholders and political parties to continue discussing this issue.87
Regarding ratification of international human rights and human law treaties there are 12 key international human rights treaties, including the Optional Protocols, to which Myanmar is not yet a party state. In her latest report the UN Special Rapporteur urges Myanmar to by March 2018 have ratified the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and all other core international human rights instruments.

Limitations in national institutions
Indicator 3.2 concerns the functioning of state institutions, particularly judicial, law enforcement and human rights institutions, which are crucial for a State’s capacity to prevent and protect its population from human rights violations and atrocity crimes. The UN and international human rights organisations have encouraged the government of Myanmar to address the current lack of adequate representation and training of judicial, human rights and law enforcement institutions, also stressing the need of increased resources to the Myanmar Police Force (MPF).

Law enforcement
The MPF has, and still is, largely considered as a strategic reserve to the armed forces and integral part of the country’s Defence Services. Due to the lack of institutional autonomy from the military, including the fact that former military officers hold many senior police posts, leaves many to question whether the police is adequately represented. The underrepresentation of women and minorities in the police force is further adding to the scepticism towards the representation of the MPF.

A report by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes (UNODC), released on the 16 of May 2016, highlighted several deficiencies within the MPF that are in need of reform, including enhanced training and the need for increased resources and equipment. According to the report, the police’s training system does not live up to international standards, stressing the need to reduce focus on drill and military skills and to include components to ensure that human rights are not violated as well as techniques on how to deal with community violence. The authorities have acknowledged the deficiencies within the MPF, who has committed to further reform the country’s law enforcement and to address the issues highlighted by the UNODC in order to modernise the country’s police training academies.

Judicial institutions
The judiciary in Myanmar has been criticised for its inadequate training of individuals holding judicial positions and the control exercised by the executive over the judiciary, which is undermining the separation of powers and the independence of the judiciary. In addition to this, there is widespread evidence of judicial corruption and cases where lawyers defending protestors have been intimidated, charged or had their practicing licences suspended. Thus, not only is indicator 3.2 present with the lack of adequate representation and training, indicator 3.3 is also demonstrated, namely the lack of an independent and impartial judiciary. Initial efforts have been made by Myanmar to reform and strengthen the judiciary, but further steps are necessary.

Human rights institutions
The Myanmar National Human Rights Commission (MNHRC) was created in 2011 with the purpose to protect fundamental rights of the people of Myanmar, including to monitor and promote compliance with human rights law and to investigate complaints and allegations of human rights violations. Unfortunately, the MNHRC has not been seen as a viable or safe option by civil society, as evident from the limited number of complaints related to human rights violations they have received. The
ICTJ list the lack of transparency, thorough investigations, witness or victim protection, and a system to make confidential complaints, as some of the reasons behind civil society’s mistrust in the MNHRC.

Several of MNHRC’s commissioners are former military officials and many have little experience in the field of human rights, highlighting the need of adequate representation and more training. The apparent lack of adequate representation is deemed to continue as the MNHRC continuously avoid criticising the government or the military, not properly investigating human rights abuses in conflict areas and failing to reach out to civil society.

**Lack of effective civilian control of security forces**
As already stated under Risk Factor 1 (see “A volatile political situation”), indicator 3.4 is present with the military in Myanmar not being under civilian control. The UN and international human rights organisations have raised their concern over the extended powers guaranteed to the military by the 2008 Constitution and repeatedly highlighted the lack of civilian oversight of the military. The influence that the military still have over the police (see section above) is also resulting in a lack of civilian control over law enforcement.

**High levels of corruption and poor governance**
Indicator 3.5 concerns the level of corruption or poor governance. Myanmar ranks 136 out of 168 countries in Transparency International’s Corruption Index 2016, indicating an entrenched culture of corruption, cronyism and a lack of accountability within the public sector. So far the NLD government has taken some modest steps to address the high levels of corruption, which has remained rampant at both local and national levels. The country has, however, improved its ranking since year 2015 when it was ranked 147.

Besides the country’s continuous problems with high levels of corruption, the governance of Myanmar is further hampered by its dysfunctional rule of law and lack of government effectiveness and transparency, including its engagement with civil society. World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators on these issues shows that Myanmar score very low on all indicators, being among the lowest quartile in the world. Nevertheless, the same as with Myanmar’s improved ranking on the Corruption Index, a reading of World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators shows improvements in recent years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORLD BANK WORLDWIDE GOVERNANCE INDICATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Effectiveness*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule of Law*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice and Accountability*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inadequate internal mechanisms of oversight and accountability**
Indicator 3.6 refers to “absence or inadequate external or internal mechanisms of oversight and accountability, including those where victims can seek recourse for their claims”. As mentioned under Risk Factor 2 (see “A practice of impunity and reluctance to stop ongoing violations” and “Underlying factors fostering continued serious human rights abuses”) there is restricted access to complain mechanisms, including a limited capacity to deal with the large number of violations taking place.
The MNHRC was established to increase compliance and to investigate allegations of human rights violations, thereby increasing accountability. However, the inadequate functioning of the MNHRC, which have been discussed above, have resulted in the Commission not being considered a viable or safe option by civil society, receiving a limited number of complains relating to human rights violations.\(^{104}\)

With regards to the deteriorating situation in the Rakhine State the government has established several commissions, which has been criticised for limitations relating to its investigations, impartiality and independence. One of these commissions is the Maungdaw Investigation Commission, which was established to investigate the background and the events taking place in Rakhine State following the violent attack on 9th of October last year. Not only is this Commission lacking representation from the Rohingya community (only having one Muslim member, a former Myanmar Ambassador), former military personnel constitute some of its members and the Commission itself is led by the Vice President, who is a former military commander. In addition to this, the Advisory Commission on Rakhine State, which was appointed by the government in August last year and comprise of six local and three international experts, has stated that its mandate does not encompass human rights investigations.\(^{105}\) Nonetheless, the Advisory Commission’s final report from August this year contain important recommendations that are relevant to the current crisis in the Rakhine State, which has implications for human rights protection and atrocities prevention.\(^ {106}\)

Moreover, the absence of official government programmes for transitional justice and reconciliation further limit possible venues for victims to seek recourse for the abuses the have suffered (see Risk Factor 2 “Underlying factors fostering continued serious human rights abuses”).\(^ {107}\)

An end to the culture of impunity and increased oversight and accountability requires the military being under civilian control. Under the current system, the vast majority of cases involving military personnel are tried under court-martial. One step towards increased accountability would be to transfer cases involving military personnel committing human right and humanitarian law abuses to civilian courts.\(^ {108}\) With no threat of accountability violations of human rights and humanitarian law will continue.

In addition to this, many victims are refraining from seeking justice out of fear for retributions for accusing the military of committing human rights abuses. Over the past year, people have been arrested and imprisoned for criticising the military for far less trivial issues than accusing them of violations of human rights and humanitarian law.\(^ {109}\)

There are however external mechanisms of oversight and accountability. Earlier this year an International Opinion Tribunal on Myanmar was set up by Rome-based Permanent People’s Tribunal (PPT) to address allegations of atrocity crimes committed by government troops against the Rohingya, Kachin and other groups.\(^ {110}\) In addition to this, the UN Human Rights Council adopted a resolution in March this year in which it decided to send an independent international fact-finding mission, with the purpose to investigate allegations against Myanmar’s military and security forces of committing serious human rights violations, in particular in Rakhine State.\(^ {111}\) Unfortunately, the government of Myanmar has distanced themselves from the resolution and recently stated that they will refuse to grant visas to personnel of the UN-fact-finding mission. Suu Kyi stated that they do not consider the resolution to reflect what is actually happening on the ground.\(^ {112}\)
Non-compliance with international humanitarian law standards

Indicator 3.8 refers to “lack of capacity to ensure that means and methods of warfare comply with international humanitarian law standards”. Violations of international humanitarian law have been committed by all parties to the conflict (see Risk Factor 13 for more information), which, as stated in the previous sections, frequently go uninvestigated. The UN Special Rapporteur has repeatedly urged all parties to end ongoing violations and to allow access for UN and other humanitarian organisations to deliver humanitarian relief assistance to civilian populations. Evidently, the government lack the capacity to ensure that means and methods of warfare and methods comply with international humanitarian law standards. One of the reasons behind this is the extended power guaranteed to the military in the 2008 Constitution, including the military not being under civilian control, which affects the government’s capacity to influence the military to comply with international humanitarian law standards.

The UN Special Rapporteur has further stressed the importance of providing and expanding awareness and training of the military and armed groups in humanitarian law, thereby denoting the presence of indicator 3.7, namely a “lack of awareness of and training on international human rights and humanitarian law to military forces, irregular forces and non-State armed groups”.

Risk factor 4 concerns “reasons, aims or drivers that justify the use of violence against protected groups, populations or individuals, including by actors outside of State borders”. Identifying motivations, aims or drivers that could influence certain individuals or groups to resort to massive violence as a way to achieve goals or respond to real or perceived threats is important, not least from an early warning perspective. Indicators 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, which relates to various interests that could influence certain groups or individuals to use violence in order to secure those interests are found in Myanmar. The military and various armed groups are likely to continue using violence as a mean to achieve their political goals and safeguard their economic interest by protecting and seizing control over Myanmar’s resources and its distribution. This brings with it continued violations of human rights and humanitarian law and an increased likelihood of atrocity crimes. There is furthermore indication of an interest in rendering an area homogenous in its identity, with evidence of a specific intent to destroy the Rohingya population. This section also analyses indicators 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. These indicators refer to the issue of membership to a specific group, all of which enhance the construction of identities in terms of “us” and “them”, which in turn serves as driver that justify the use of violence against “the other”. More specifically, they refer to the supremacy of the Burmese identity (indicator 4.7), membership of or support for armed opposition groups (indicator 4.6) and the perception of Muslims as a threat to interests or objectives of Buddhists and other particular ethnic groups (indicator 4.5). This section will end with an analysis of indicator 4.8 and the politicisation of tensions and past grievances.

Interests and motives justifying the use of violence

Indicators 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 all relates to various interests that could influence certain groups or individuals to use violence in order to secure their interests, namely political (4.1), economic (4.2), strategic/military (4.3), and other interests, including creating an area homogeneous in its identity (4.4). An historical context is especially important when analysing these indicators in Myanmar in
order to fully understand the impact these has, and continue to have, on the use of violence and violations of human rights and humanitarian law. Not least as these interests constitutes the root cause of the continuous conflicts between the armed forces and various ethnic armed groups. Some of the information under this section has been mentioned under other risk factors as well. It is nevertheless important to point out that some of these circumstances also constitute motives and/or incentives to commit mass atrocity crimes.

**Political motives**
Political interests constitute one of the main drivers behind the continued fighting between the armed forces and various ethnic armed groups around the country. The military has been in control of the country for the past 60 years and managed to keep a lot of its political power by the rewriting of the Constitution in 2008. The ethnic armed groups, on the other hand, have since 1948 been fighting for independence, autonomy and ethnic minority rights, and several of these groups are now demanding the creation of a federal union. The military leaders have stated that as long as the NLD cannot produce reasonable stability and demobilise and disarm the various ethnic armed groups they are unlikely to give up any of its political powers. However, given the armed groups’ lack of trust for the military, including their lack of confidence in the government, it is equally unlikely that the ethnic armed groups will surrender their weapons. Making the issue even more complex is the large amount of armed groups and their various interests, including the many sub-minorities’ who fear that federalism will not change their situation. There is furthermore the question of how much federal power the government and the military actually would be willing to devolve. Hence, the military and the various armed groups are likely to continue using violence as a mean to achieve their political goals, with continued violations of human rights and humanitarian law and an increased likelihood of atrocity crimes.

**Economic interests – the strategic value of protecting and seizing resources**
There are incredibly strong economic incentives tied to the control of Myanmar’s vast natural resource endowment, including oil, gas, jade and timber among others. The military’s ambition to maintain economic dominance and control the distribution of these resources constitutes an underlying factor to the ongoing, and historic, conflict between the military and Myanmar’s ethnic minorities. The numerous networks of armed groups in Myanmar’s borderlands have to some extent been driven by the military’s attempts to monopolise and secure these resources. Thus, both economic (indicator 4.2) and strategic interests (indicator 4.3) are major drivers influencing both the military and local populations to resort to violence in order to protect and seize control over these resources and its distribution.

Strategies to tackle the increasing inequality as well as the inclusion of local populations through, for example, policies on resource-sharing and decision-making processes for approving development projects are crucial to form a sustainable and stable Myanmar that protect the rights of local populations.

**Other interests – a specific intent to destroy a national, ethnic, racial or religious group**
Indicator 4.4 refers to other interests, which includes “those aimed at rendering an area homogeneous in its identity”. With regard to the deteriorating situation in Rakhine State for the Rohingya people, there are evidence indicating a specific intent to destroy the Rohingya population, such as hate speech, dehumanisation of the others, organised campaigns of hate, protests and other extremist elements against the Rohingya at the state and local governmental level. There is furthermore evidence suggesting that there are state plans to eliminate the Rohingya population, with the denial
of citizenship, deportations, restrictions on movement of Rohingya people and the implementation of discriminatory laws targeting the Rohingyas. These serious indications denoting genocidal acts will be more elaborated on under Risk Factor 9 and 10, which analyses the specific indicators for genocide.

“Us” and “them” – the salient divisions along religious and ethnic lines
Ethnicity and religion are two serious underlining divides among Myanmar’s population. As the 2015 Myanmar Asian Barometer Survey demonstrates, the construction of identity among ethnic and religious lines are salient, and “have been at the heart of conflict and violence in Myanmar”. The creation of identities in terms of “us” and “them” has resulted in an exclusionary ideology, as demonstrated with the vast majority of ethnic and religious minorities expressing that there is discriminatory treatment by the government with deep inequalities in terms of how ethnic minorities are treated. This is in sharp contrast to the Burman majority with more than 60 per cent stating that they do not consider there to be unequal treatment among ethnic and religious lines.

Indicators 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 refer to this issue of membership to a specific group, all of which enhance the construction of identities in terms of “us” and “them”, which in turn serves as driver that justify the use of violence against “the other”. More specifically, indicator 4.5 relate to real or perceived threats posed by protected groups against interests or objectives of perpetrators, indicator 4.6 deals with the issue of membership of or support for armed opposition groups, and indicator 4.7 relates to ideologies based on the supremacy of a certain identity. In order to understand this development in Myanmar we have to start with the last indicator and the supremacy of the Burmese identity.

The supremacy of the Burmese identity
Myanmar is a diverse country with around 135 different ethnic groups. The ethnic minority groups constitute about 30 to 40 per cent of the population, however the majority of the population is ethnically Burman and predominantly Buddhists. As mentioned under Risk Factor 1 (see ‘Social instability – the issue of identity’), the various attempts to form national unity between Myanmar’s diverse groups and to construct a single national identity has instead resulted in a growth in religious nationalism, which eventually resulted in the domination of the Burmese identity for which Buddhism became the central criterion for being a ‘true Burmese’. This failure of state consolidation, including the military regime’s assimilation policy, has steadily weakened the political and cultural activities of other ethnicities and religious minorities, and remains as one of the root causes to the current social unrest and persistence of atrocities in Myanmar.

An example, although symbolic, of the supremacy of the Burmese identity and the exclusion experienced by Myanmar’s vast minority groups is the change of the name of the country in 1989 from Burma to Myanmar, with Myanmar being the historic name of the Burman ethnic group. The new flag adopted in 2010 is further considered by many as an indicator of the exclusion of Myanmar’s minorities, as the stars of the old flag represented the diversity of Myanmar and its numerous minorities while the new only has one star, which some argue to represent only the Burman ethnic group.

Membership of or support for armed opposition groups
Myanmar has a large number of ethnic minority organisations, most of which are formed along ethnic lines. There are also an increasing number of religious organisations developing in ethnic minority communities. This development is a response to the historic and continuous repression of Myanmar’s ethnic minorities, furthermore demonstrating a strong sense of ethnic and religious identity.
The vast majority of the armed opposition groups in Myanmar are also formed along ethnic lines and are dependent on the support of local populations, including for finances, intelligence, recruit and food. However, it is important to point out that although some of the civilian population support the armed struggle of ethnic opposition groups, many resent the abuses conducted by these groups and most people are living in fear of any armed group coming to their village. There have also been cases where civilian populations have been forced to provide support to the national armed forces or armed ethnic groups.\textsuperscript{124}

\textit{Perceived threats by protected groups against interests or objectives of perpetrators}

Myanmar’s Muslim population, and the Rohingyas in particular, have for long faced religious and ethnic discrimination and resentment, which in 2012 intensified as the country went through a socio-political shift. In the newly found freedom of expression and lifting of media restriction xenophobic groups towards Muslims in Myanmar could reach out to the country, especially the Buddhist majority. The xenophobia towards Muslims quickly became endemic. Many people started to consider the Muslims as an existential threat to race and religion and there has been numerous of anti-Muslim riots and outbreaks of violence targeting Muslims across Myanmar. The idea that Buddhism and other particular ethnic groups were at risk of being lost forever, with the Muslims attempting to take over Myanmar, spread among the population.\textsuperscript{125} It appears as this idea also was used by USDP for political reasons, as they in 2012 started to feel threatened by the increasing support for NLD. In an effort to win the Buddhist population over to their side Suu Kyi was pictured as a friend of the Muslims, since she was advocating for universal human rights, and that USDP was the only party that would protect and defend their religion and race.\textsuperscript{126} The Rohingyas in particular was identified as a threat to the demographic map by Myanmar’s government and the Rakhine administration, implementing several discriminatory instruments targeting the Rohingyas.\textsuperscript{127}

\textit{Politicisation of past grievances and tensions}

Indicator 4.8 deals with the issue of politicisation of tensions and past grievances. The protracted civil conflict in Myanmar is one of the longest running in the world, with grievances and tensions between the various ethnic groups and the military building up for an extended period of time.\textsuperscript{128} Thus, Myanmar’s history with its different ethnic groups fighting one another and the military, as well as the mass atrocities committed by the military regime, has been fostering tensions and grievances, which has not properly been addressed (see Risk Factor 2 ‘A practice of impunity and reluctance to stop ongoing violations’)\textsuperscript{129}. During the protracted civil war, essentially all groups have at one point or another been on the receiving end of mass atrocities by either the military regime or another ethnic armed group.\textsuperscript{130}

An example of past grievances and tensions that has been building up, and which have had an impact on the relationship with Myanmar’s Muslim population, is the history of armed conflict and abuses, including mass atrocities, between the Muslim and Buddhist communities. In 1947 the Muslim Rohingya tried to create an independent Islamic State, conducting a wave of massacres in an effort to drive non-Muslims out of Rakhine. An event that, according to Alex Bellamy, “played a major role in fostering tensions between the two communities over the coming decades”.\textsuperscript{131}
Risk Factor 5: Capacity to Commit Atrocity Crimes

Risk Factor 5 identifies a State’s capacity to commit atrocity crimes, examining “conditions that indicate the ability of relevant actors to commit atrocity crimes”. As the authors of the framework points out, atrocity crimes are not easy to commit, requiring the necessary, substantial resources and support. It is nonetheless important to stress that having the capacity does not imply they will commit atrocity crimes, “it is also necessary that they have the intention to make use of that capacity against a protected group, populations or individual”. The capacity of relevant actors in Myanmar has been proven in the past and as evident from the previous risk factors, the military of Myanmar constitutes the major relevant actor with an ability to commit atrocity crimes. Though, there are reports of ethnic armed groups also committing human rights and humanitarian law abuses. As this section will show, the military access personnel, arms and ammunition, including public and off-budget financial resources. Regarding the numerous ethnic armed groups, their capacity is not as extensive. However, both the military and ethnic armed groups have support from militias. In terms of support and recruitment from the general population both the military and the armed ethnic groups are struggling. With regards to support from external actors, China has, and remains, an influential actor in Myanmar’s protracted armed conflict and current peace process.

Material capabilities

Indicator 5.1 concerns “availability of personnel and of arms and ammunition, or of the financial resources, public or private, for their procurement”. Myanmar’s military spending and size of military is hard to pin down, although there are estimates. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) and Asian Development Bank, Myanmar’s military spending was 4.8 per cent as share of GDP, which one of the highest in the world (with only 20 countries having a military spending higher than 4 per cent). According to numbers from International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), the military spending has increased from 1.19 trillion kyat in 2011-2012 fiscal year to 2.99 trillion kyat in 2016-2017, which is an increase with 151 per cent. However, for fiscal year 2017-2018 the new NLD-led government proposed a slight reduction in the military budget to 2.91, which was approved by Parliament in March this year. It is important to note that these figures do not take into account other off-budget sources from which the military supplements its income.

The size of the military was in 2016 estimated 406,000 personnel.

Under previous President Thein Sein reforms were made to create a disciplined fighting force and to improve the armed forces’ performance and combat capabilities, which included a major arms acquisition program. Despite the change to a civilian led government in Myanmar in 2016 the modernisation and rearmament programs are likely to continue due to the extended political power granted the military in the 2008 Constitution, which makes the military the most powerful institution in Myanmar.

Besides the military there are several dozens of ethnic armed groups in Myanmar with access personnel, arms and ammunition. There is however no exact data on their size and capabilities, with some groups exaggerating their numbers and others keeping it a secret. Except for the United Wa State Army (UWSA) in the Shan State, with an estimated strength of around 20,000 troops, no group is believed to have troop strength over 10,000 troops. Most armed ethnic groups are likely to be under 1,000, although some have between 1,000 to 5,000 troops.

When examining the capacity of both the military and ethnic armed groups it is important to take into consideration the numerous militias operating in Myanmar, which is the only group besides the military and police sanctioned to carry arms by the government. Most of Myanmar’s militia are...
allied with the military, and are either directly incorporated into the military’s command structure or under the command and supervision of the military. There are also some smaller militias supported by the military, which are trained and supervised by the local armed forces. The militia collect and provide the military with information about ethnic armed groups, potential threats and guide military units through unfamiliar terrain. A few militias collaborate with ethnic armed groups. There is limited information about these militias and the extent of their collaboration with ethnic armed groups, although a general trend is that only ethnic armed groups that control larger areas and have more resources have militias, which often serve as a reserve force and assist ethnic armed groups with self-defence of their villages. Smaller ethnic armed groups tend to lack the resources needed to equip militia members with the weapons needed to exercise coercive force. Indicator 5.5 is thereby also present, as there are “links with other armed forces or with non-State armed groups”.

**Capacity to recruit**

Indicator 5.3 refers to “capacity to encourage or recruit large numbers of supporters from populations or groups, and availability of the means to mobilise them”. As mentioned in the previous section, both the military and ethnic armed groups find support from militias. Though, in terms of recruitment from the population in general the military is struggling. There are reports of poor recruitment levels as well as low morale and high desertion rates. In the Rakhine State however there has been an increase in recruitment of local non-Muslim residents in the Boarder Guard Police Force (BGF). This increase is due to a combination of the increased xenophobia towards the Muslim population, in particular the Rohingya, and the loosened admission criteria and deployment of trainees to the BGF.

With regards to Myanmar’s ethnic armed groups, as mentioned under Risk Factor 4 (see “Us” and “them” – the salient divisions along religious and ethnic lines’), they are dependent on the support of local populations, including for finances, intelligence, recruit and food. Although some of the civilian population support the ethnic armed groups, as for example among the Shan, Karen and Kachin communities, popular support in general has started to decrease. This is due to several factors, such as resentment of the abuses carried out by armed groups, lack of communication with local communities, and not least war-weariness.

**Support from external actors – the role of China**

Indicator 5.8 refers to support from external actors, more specifically “armed, financial, logistic, training or other support of external actors, including States, international or regional organisations, private companies, or others”. China has been, and remains, an important actor in Myanmar’s protracted armed conflict and current peace process. Not only does ethnic armed groups in northern Myanmar share historical, cultural, political and economic connections with groups in China, certain Chinese special interest groups and individuals has offered direct financial support to ethnic armed groups in Myanmar. United Wa State Army (UWSA), Kachin Independence Army (KIA), and Kokang Army (MNDAA) are some of the ethnic armed groups that have been receiving financial support, which has contributed to their ability to continue the armed conflict with Myanmar’s military. The relationship between China and Myanmar has improved significantly since the NLD government took office. However, China’s support of the peace process will to a large extent depend on a bilateral relation with Myanmar that China considers to be in line with their strategic and economic interests.
Risk Factor 6 is concerned with “absence of elements that, if present, could contribute to preventing or lessening the impact of serious acts of violence against protected groups, populations, or individuals”. There is a lack of a free and independent media, as evident from journalists, media and civil society actors facing harassment, intimidation and surveillance by the authorities, which has resulted in a self-censorship. The government’s action furthermore indicates limitations in its cooperation with international organisations, including access to populations in conflict areas. Another indicator demonstrating an absence of mitigating factors is the lack of incentives and willingness of ethnic armed groups to engage in dialogue with the government and the military.

Note that some of the information mentioned in this section has been mentioned under other risk factors as well.

Lack of a free and independent civil society and national media
Indicator 6.2 relates to the “lack of a strong, organised and representative national civil society and of a free, diverse and independent national media”. Although positive steps has been taken with regards to greater media freedom in Myanmar, as mentioned under Risk Factor 2 (see ‘A practice of impunity and reluctance to stop ongoing violations’), journalists, media and civil society actors continue to face harassment, intimidation and surveillance by the authorities. There is if furthermore an increasing number of charges of criminal defamation against journalists, politicians, students and social media users for their peaceful expression of opinion. All of this, including the lack of clarity regarding the application of media-related legislation, has led to self-censorship among the population. This self-censorship has a direct negative effect on the press, hampering the functioning of an independent national media.

International organisations and their access to populations
Indicator 6.4 is concerned with a lack of presence of international and regional organisations and actors, and their access to populations. During the past four years Myanmar has undergone major reforms and opened up to the world. Thus, the UN, INGOs and other international actors are now present in the country. Myanmar is also a member of ASEAN since 1997, and the country’s internal conflicts have been a major concern for many member states of the organisation. The persecution of the stateless Rohingyas in Rakhine has been a major regional problem for ASEAN as it also spilled over into neighbouring countries Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. Unfortunately, ASEAN has so far failed to respond collectively to persuade both the civilian government and the military in Myanmar to effectively put an end to atrocities in Rakhine.

Although international organisations are now present in Myanmar, their access to populations has been limited. As discussed under Risk Factor 2 (see ‘Present violations’), and which will be further elaborated under Risk Factors 13 (see ‘Restrictions on humanitarian access’), the UN Special Rapporteur has expressed concerns that the UN and other humanitarian organisations have limited, and are sometimes denied, access to deliver humanitarian relief assistance to people in conflict areas. Their limited access is not only due to remoteness and security concerns, but also because of difficulties in gaining authorisation from both government authorities and ethnic armed groups. The denial of access by government authorities has furthermore hampered collection of information and reporting on violations of human rights and humanitarian law, rendering the nature of the government’s cooperation questionable. In addition to this, the government of Myanmar has distanced itself from the resolution adopted by the UN Human Rights Council in which it decided to send an independent international fact-finding mission. Thus, also indicator 6.7 is present, as there are signs of “limited cooperation of the State with international and regional human rights mechanisms".
Lack of incentives and willingness to engage in dialogue
Indicator 6.8 concerns lack of incentives or willingness of parties to a conflict to engage in dialogue and make concessions. The government if faced with an extraordinary difficult task in uniting about 20 armed ethnic groups and the military. Despite the NLD-led government’s efforts deep-rooted distrust remains and several armed groups still have reservations to the current peace process. In short, the government still needs to convince several of the ethnic armed groups that joining the peace talks will be more advantageous than continued fighting. This is a difficult task as the signing of the NCA, and thus disarmament, constitute a precondition for participation in the political dialogue, something that several ethnic armed groups refuse to accept.151

As mentioned under risk factor 1 (see “The peace process – a challenging task”) only eight out of the approximately 20 armed groups have signed the NCA, and remains seized in ongoing mediation with the NLD and the military.152 The military has repeatedly stated that the signing of the NCA is a precondition for participation in the political dialogue, including the Panglong-21 conferences. Several ethnic armed groups have rejected to sign the NCA, as that would require them to disarm before joining the peace talks. The NLD-led government however has managed to open up new channels of communication with non-signatories. For example, the NLD-led government allowed non-signatories to the NCA to participate in the first Panglong-21 conference held last year, and during the second conference held in May this year government peace negotiators and Suu Kyi met with a block consisting of seven ethnic armed groups that have rejected to sign the NCA. However, fighting continues and several groups remain sceptical to the terms of the peace process. Thus, the government is still faced with the challenge of convincing the ethnic armed groups, as well as the military, to put down their weapons and join the table.153

Risk Factor 7: Enabling circumstances of preparatory action
Risk Factor 7 refers to enabling circumstances or preparatory action, more specifically identifying “events or measures, whether gradual or sudden, which provide an environment conducive to the commission of atrocity crimes, or which suggest a trajectory towards their perpetration”. Five out of fourteen indicators for Risk Factor 7 is present, three of which demonstrates an increase in violations against and measures targeting the Rohingya people. This includes the destruction and plundering of Rohingya property and goods, forced displacement and life-threatening living conditions. There has also been an increase in inflammatory rhetoric targeting the Muslim population in Myanmar. The presence of these four indicators generates an environment conductive to the commission of atrocity crimes against the Rohingyas. In addition to this, the authorities control over the use of communication channels through the 2013 Telecommunication Law deters people in Myanmar from accusing the military of committing human rights abuses, in fear of retributions.

Increased violations and discriminatory measures and legislation against the Rohingya
Indicator 7.8, 7.10 and 7.11 all refers to an increase in violations against and measures targeting protected groups, populations or individuals. Indicator 7.8 includes “increased violations of the right to life, physical integrity, liberty or security of members of protected groups, populations or individuals”; 7.10 looks at the “imposition of life-threatening living conditions or the deportation, seizure, collection, segregation, evacuation, or forced displacement or transfer of protected
groups, populations or individuals to camps, rural areas, ghettos or other assigned locations”; and 7.11 is concerned with the “destruction or plundering of essential goods or installations for protected groups, populations or individuals, or of property related to cultural and religious identity”. As evident from the above-mentioned risk factors and indicators, and further evidence outlined below, all three indicators are found in Myanmar.

**Increased violations against the Rohingyas**
With regards to indicator 7.8, since October last year there have been an increasing number of reports of security forces targeting the Rohingya people (see Risk Factor 2 ‘Present violations’). These reports include extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests, torture, systematic rape, and the burning of Rohingya villages, all of which demonstrates an increase in violations of the right to life, physical integrity, liberty and security of the Rohingyas.

In August this year, when the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army’s attacked the Myanmar security forces, the situation further deteriorated. Myanmar’s security forces have systematically target the Rohingya population in northern Rakhine State in a ruthless campaign of organised violence and serious violations of human rights. Amnesty International has carried out interviews with Rohingya people that have fled the violence and reviewed satellite images and photos and videos taken inside Rakhine State, all of which displays evidence of unlawful killings, sexual violence and burning of Rohingya villages.\(^{155}\)

**Destruction and plundering of Rohingya property and goods**
According to a report by the UN Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner (OHCHR) mission to Bangladesh there is further evidence of property belonging to the Rohingyas, such as houses, schools, shops and mosques, being deliberately burnt down by security forces because of the ethnicity and religion of the Rohingyas. The testimonies in this report also indicate that security forces destroy and plunder essential goods belonging to the Rohingyas, such as clothing, money, food and sources of food, with examples of paddy harvests being set on fire and livestock, fishing and farming tools being destroyed or confiscated.\(^{156}\)

Satellite images reviewed by Amnesty International also reveals at least 156 large fires in northern Rakhine State since August this year, in comparison to zero fires detected during the same period the previous five years. These images, together with witness reports of what appeared to be clearly planned and organised burnings demonstrates the deliberate destruction of Rohingya property by the military as well as local government authorities.\(^{157}\)

These deliberate destructions and plundering of goods and property belonging to the Rohingya indicate the presence of indicator 7.11.

**Life-threatening living conditions and forced displacement of the Rohingyas**
The Rohingyas are also under life-threatening living conditions, with limited access to basic services, and are the victims of displacement and severe restrictions of movement, all of which points to the presence of indicator 7.10. The large-scale destruction and serious abuses of the Rohingya people has resulted in them being forced to flee, with an estimated 605,000 seeking refuge in Bangladesh since August this year. According to OHCHA, around 120,000 IDPs remain confined in camps in the Rakhine State, largely depending on humanitarian aid for survival. In addition to this, in northern Rakhine State the Rohingyas require official approval to move between, and sometimes even within, townships. These official approvals are not only hard to attain, they also risk being arrested or pros-
ecuted if failing to comply with its requirements. Due to this restriction of movement many Muslims
do not have adequate access to education, health care and other basic service.\textsuperscript{158}

The UN and various humanitarian aid organisations have called for unimpeded access to civilians in
need of humanitarian aid in northern Rakhine State, which has been either suspended or severely
interrupted by the authorities of Myanmar.\textsuperscript{159}

All of this, in combination with the presence of the above mentioned indicators revealing severe
abuses and the destruction and plundering of essential goods of the Rohingya people, has caused
the Rohingyas living under life-threatening living conditions.

**Increased inflammatory rhetoric targeting the Muslims in Myanmar**

Indicator 7.14 relates to “increased inflammatory rhetoric, propaganda campaigns or hate speech
targeting protected groups, populations or individuals”. As mentioned under Risk Factor 4 (see ‘Per-
ceived threats by protected groups against interests or objectives of perpetrators’), religious and eth-
nic hostilities against Myanmar’s Muslim population, and the Rohingyas in particular, has intensified
since the freedom of expression and lifting of media restriction in 2012. Hate speech has become
more pervasive with nationalists monks organising gatherings and rallies, which often is followed by
reports of violence against Muslims. In addition to this, the Buddhist extremists have become more
influential, offering social services and basic education to the poor. This has contributed to the wide-
spread acceptance of their version of Buddhist teaching, including their perception of the Muslims
as a threat, as it is the only source for information for many of these people.\textsuperscript{161}

The government has made some efforts to halt the increased hate speech. Last year the government
launched a task force to prevent, investigate and hold accountable anyone inciting violence. In ad-
dition to this, earlier this year the government ordered the Association for the Protection of Race
and Religion, a group of hardline nationalist monks also known as the Ma Ba Tha, to remove all their
signboards in the country. If the group would fail to comply the government threatened to take legal
action against them.\textsuperscript{163}

**Control on the use of communication channels**

Indicator 7.6 includes strict control on the use of communication channels, which is evident in My-
anmar through the application of the 2013 Telecommunications Law. This law includes acts provid-
ing the authorities with unlimited power to telecommunication services, allowing them to enter,
inspect or obtain documents from them. The government also have indirect control over commu-
ication channels through this law, as people risk facing up to three years in prison for acts carried
out through the telecommunication network deemed as defamation.\textsuperscript{164} Fear of retributions thereby
deters people in Myanmar from accusing the military of committing human rights abuses, and as
such function as an enabling circumstance.
Risk Factor 8 relates to “events or circumstances that, even if seemingly unrelated to atrocity crimes, may seriously exacerbate conditions or spark their onset”. One indicator is identified and that is indicator 8.5, which refers to attacks on prominent individuals or members of opposing groups. The armed attacks on boarder police in northern Rakhine by suspected Rohingya militants on the 9th of October 2016 has been described by various sources as the spark to the increased violence targeting the Rohingya people. Since the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army’s attacked the Myanmar security forces on the 25th of August this year, the situation for the Rohingyas has further deteriorated.

The October attacks – the spark to the deteriorated situation for the Rohingya people

Indicator 8.5 refers to “attacks against the life, physical integrity, liberty or security of leaders, prominent individuals or members of opposing groups” and/or “other serious acts of violence, such as terrorist attacks”. As outlined in Risk Factor 2 (see ‘Past violations’) the Rohingyas has been the victims of abuses for a long period of time. However, the UN, human rights organisations and other media sources all refer to the armed attacks on boarder police in northern Rakhine by suspected Rohingya militants on the 9th of October 2016 as the spark to the increased violence targeting the Rohingya people. Following this attack there was an additional twenty attacks and ambushes on security forces similar to the one on the 9th of October. As a response, the security forces initiated so called ‘clearance operations’, during which there has been reports of severe human rights violations, such as extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests, torture, systematic rape, and the burning of Rohingya villages. Since the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army’s attacked the Myanmar security forces on the 25th of August this year, the situation has further deteriorated (see Risk Factor 7 ‘Increased violations against the Rohingyas’ and Risk Factor 10 ‘Practices of violence against the Rohingyas – an intention to cause humiliation, fear and terror’).
Five out of six indicators for Risk Factor 9 is evident in Myanmar, most of which have been touched upon under previous risk factors. However, with Risk Factor 9 being a specific risk factor these indicators are more specified towards identifying elements specific to the crime of genocide, looking at “past or present conduct that reveals serious prejudice against protected groups and that creates stress in the relationship among groups or with the State, generating an environment conducive to atrocity crimes”. The five indicators demonstrate past and present tensions and armed conflict as well as discriminatory laws, policies and practices against protected groups based on perceived differences, in particular against the Rohingyas. A troubling indicator in this context, as tensions and conflicts are formed along ethnic and religious lines, is the lack of national mechanisms or initiatives to deal with identity-based tensions and conflicts. There are further indications of group-level discrimination against the Rohingya in the form of denial of their existence and of recognition of elements of their identity.

The causes of past and present tensions and armed conflicts – rights, resources, participation, group identity and socioeconomic disparities

Indicator 9.4 concerns “past or present serious tensions or conflicts between protected groups or with the State, with regards to access to rights and resources, socioeconomic disparities, participation in decision making processes, security, expressions of group identity or to perceptions about the targeted group”. As outlined under Risk Factor 1 and 4, issues related to access to rights and resources, participation in decision making processes, expressions of group identity and socioeconomic disparities are all underlying factors to the historic and continuous tensions and armed conflicts between Myanmar’s diverse minority groups and the State.

Access to rights and lack of political participation has been a point of growing political instability between the central government and Myanmar’s many minority groups, who are feeling alienated from decision-making processes and that their ethnic identity has been ignored by the central government. The hope that their protracted fight for autonomy would be resolved by the inclusion of decentralisation of power in the 2008 Constitution, which theoretically would provide the seven ethnic minority states with certain legislative and executive powers, has so far not yielded any concrete changes for Myanmar’s minorities.\(^{167}\)

Also access to Myanmar’s rich endowment of natural resources is a source to the continuous tensions and armed conflict between the military and Myanmar’s ethnic minorities. This because the military want to retain economic dominance and hold on to these resources, most of which are located in territory inhabited by ethnic minorities.\(^{168}\)

The issue of identity and socioeconomic disparities are core drivers to the continuous tensions and armed conflicts, as well as the social exclusion experienced by some groups, not least the Rakhine people. In addition to this, there has been an increase in the xenophobia towards Muslims for the past few years, with outbreaks of violence and anti-Muslim riots across Myanmar.\(^{169}\) As outlined more in detail under Risk Factor 1 (‘Social instability – the issue of identity’) and 4 (‘“Us” and “them” – the salient divisions along religious and ethnic lines’), the divisions along religious and ethnic lines in Myanmar are salient and a vast majority of ethnic and religious minorities express that there is discriminatory treatment by the government, with deep inequalities in terms of how ethnic minori-
ties are treated.\textsuperscript{170} The history leading to the supremacy of the Burmese identity and failure of state consolidation have steadily weakened the political and cultural activities of other ethnicities and religious minorities. Myanmar’s numerous ethnic and religious minority organisations and armed groups are a response to the historic and continuous repression of Myanmar’s ethnic minorities.\textsuperscript{371} A troubling indicator in this context, with tensions and conflicts formed along ethnic and religious lines, is the lack of national mechanisms or initiatives to deal with identity-based tensions or conflict (indicator 9.6).

**Past and present serious discriminatory and exclusionary practices, policies and legislation against protected groups**

In terms of past and present discriminatory and exclusionary practices, policies and legislation against protected groups (indicator 9.1) Myanmar’s minority groups, as for example the Shan, Kachin, Sagain, Chin and Karen, have faced severe repression and human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{172} The Rohingyas, however, have been one of the most affected populations in Myanmar. As outlined under Risk Factor 1 (‘Social instability – the issue of identity’) and 2 (‘Present violations’), the Rohingyas have been the victims of discriminatory laws implemented by national governments throughout the military regime, and continue to be socially excluded by restrictive policies, practices and laws in today’s Myanmar.

The 1982 Citizenship Law, which is still in effect, effectively denies Rohingyas the possibility of acquiring citizenship and thereby also the basic rights that comes with it.\textsuperscript{173} Neither are they considered as one of the indigenous ethnic groups of Myanmar, this despite their deep links to the country.\textsuperscript{174} Moreover, in order to qualify for citizenship through the verification process Rohingya people has to identify themselves as Bengalis, as well as to provide the right documentation. As outlined under Risk Factor 2 (see ‘Present violations’) most Rohingyas are sceptic to the verification process and refuse to renounce their Rohingya identity. The denial of Rohingya people as nationals of Myanmar’s and to renounce their identity as Rohingyas does not only demonstrate discriminatory and exclusionary laws, it also indicates the presence of indicator 9.2, namely “denial of the existence of protected groups or of recognition of elements of their identity”.

The Rohingyas are furthermore subject to discriminatory restrictions of movement. As stated under Risk Factor 7 (see ‘Increased violations and discriminatory measures and legislation against the Rohingya’), Rohingyas require official approval to move between, and sometimes even within, towns. In addition to this, the curfew and its related restrictions, which have been in effect in northern Rakhine since June 2012, have been condemned by the UN Special Rapporteur as discriminatory by only being enforced against the Rohingya.\textsuperscript{175}

In northern Rakhine, there are additional discriminatory laws and policies targeting the Rohingya population. According to local orders Rohingya people are required to obtain permission from the authorities to marry and restricted from having more than two children according to the 2005 two-child regulation.\textsuperscript{176}

Other examples of discriminatory laws against protected groups in Myanmar are the so-called “race and religion” laws, which were adopted in 2015 and include the Monogamy Law, Population Control Law, Religious Conversion Law and Interfaith Marriage Law.\textsuperscript{177} The stated aim with these bills is to improve living standards, including by ensuring quality health care and to protect women and children. However, these laws have been criticised for being highly discriminatory, in particular against minorities and women, and a violation to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the
Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), both of which Myanmar is a party to. There are also concerns that these laws add fuel to already existing tensions and serve as a legal framework for deepening discrimination against the Rohingya. Various human rights organisations, the UN Special Rapporteur and other special procedure mandate holders, such as the UN Special Rapporteur on minority issues, have repeatedly urged the government to review or repeal these laws.\textsuperscript{178}

History of atrocity crimes committed with impunity against protected groups
Indicator 9.3 refers to “history of atrocity crimes committed with impunity against protected groups”, which, as stated under Risk Factor 2 (see ‘Past violations’ and ‘Underlying factors fostering continued serious human rights abuses’), is the case in Myanmar. Myanmar is a country with a history of violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, including mass atrocity crimes, and little has been made to account for the crimes committed during the protracted armed conflict and former military regime. In fact, the government have still not publicly acknowledged past violations and the suffering they caused.\textsuperscript{179}

Risk Factor 10 is also concerned with indications of elements of the crime of genocide, examining “facts or circumstances that suggest an intent, by action or omission, to destroy all or in part of a protected group based on its national, ethical, racial or religious identity, or the perception of this identity”. Several elements are present that indicates an intent to destroy the Rohingya, including the increasing number of reports of security forces targeting the Rohingya, widespread and systematic discriminatory practices against their lives, freedom and physical integrity, and policies that seriously affect the reproductive rights of Rohingya women. There is furthermore evidence of practices of violence against the Rohingya that reveal an intention to cause humiliation, fear or terror to fragment the group, with testimonies of sexual violence, disappearances, and brutal beatings and killings, as well as the destruction of homes, farms, businesses or other livelihoods of Rohingya people.

Targeted physical elimination of Rohingya a protected group
Since October last year there have been an increasing number of reports of security forces targeting the Rohingya people (see Risk Factor 2 ‘Present violations’), indicating the targeted physical elimination of the Rohingya, which could bring about the destruction of the group (indicator 10.2). These reports included extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests, torture, systematic rape, and the burning of Rohingya villages. UN officials have even described the actions against the Rohingyas as so severe that it is very likely to amount to ethnic cleansing.\textsuperscript{180} Due to the lockdown to northern Rakhine the media, UN and other humanitarian organisations have very limited access, which has made it difficult to verify the allegations.\textsuperscript{181}

The situation has further deteriorated since the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army’s attacked the Myanmar security forces on the 25th of August this year. A recent report by Amnesty International describes how Myanmar’s security forces systematically target the Rohingya population in northern
Rakhine State in a ruthless campaign of organised violence and serious violations of human rights. According to Tirana Hassan, Crisis Response Director at Amnesty International, it is “an apparent attempt to permanently drive them out of the country”\textsuperscript{182}. In September the UN Secretary General António Guterres and the UN Security Council publicly called on the authorities of Myanmar to put an end to the excessive use of violence against the Rohingya population, which also they have described as systematic. Although the UN has not yet determined whether the violence against the Rohingyas meet the legal criteria for genocide, it is clear that there is evidence for indicator 10.2 of targeted physical elimination of the Rohingyas.\textsuperscript{183}

**Practices of violence against the Rohingya – an intention to cause humiliation, fear and terror**

The above mentioned suffering inflicted on the Rohingyas discloses evidence for indicator 10.5, namely “methods or practices of violence that are particularly harmful against or that dehumanise a protected group, that reveal an intention to cause humiliation, fear or terror to fragment the group”. Amnesty International and the OHCHR mission to Bangladesh have documented numerous of practices of violence against the Rohingyas, revealing an intention to cause fear as well as humiliation and terror. Their reports cite testimonies of sexual violence (including mass gang-rapes), disappearances, and brutal beatings and killings, including of young children and babies, conducted by Myanmar’s security forces. These testimonies further reveal that Rakhine villagers sometimes join the security forces and loot, beat and sexually abuse Rohingya people without the security forces attempting to stop them.\textsuperscript{184}

The testimonies in the report by the OHCHR mission to Bangladesh describe how rape is used as a form of torture, in order to punish women for supporting insurgents or not revealing where their male relatives or/and “insurgents” are. There have also been cases where women have been raped simply for being Rohingya. Rohingya women, including girls and toddlers, are also subjected to other forms of sexual violence, such as touching and/or exposing of private body parts, with the purpose of intimidating and humiliating them.\textsuperscript{185}

The report further contains documentation indicating an intention to impose fear and terror, with testimonies of Rohingyas being taken away and/or brutally beaten and killed. The testimonies includes accounts of Rohingya people, including children, being burnt, beaten or stabbed to death, often in front of family members.\textsuperscript{186} There have also been numerous reports of enforced disappearances, where boys and men are targeted in particular. However, also women and girls of fertile age have been reported being taken away.\textsuperscript{187}

As already stated under Risk Factor 7 (see ‘Increased violations and discriminatory measures and legislation against the Rohingyas’), the testimonies in this report also indicate that security forces destroy and plunder property and essential belongings of the Rohingyas. The destruction of houses, schools, shops and mosques, as well as clothing, money, food and other livelihoods belonging to Rohingya also reveal the presence of indicator 10.8, that is “attacks against or destruction of homes, farms, businesses or other livelihoods of a protected group and/or of their cultural or religious symbols and property”.\textsuperscript{188}

**Widespread and systematic discriminatory practices against the lives, freedom and physical integrity of the Rohingyas**

Indicator 10.3 refers to “widespread or systematic discriminatory or targeted practices or violence against the lives, freedom or physical and moral integrity of a protected group, even if not yet reaching the level of elimination”. As outlined under Risk Factor 9 (see ‘Past and present serious discrim-
inatory and exclusionary practices, policies and legislation against protected groups’) and 7 (see ‘Increased violations and discriminatory measures and legislation against the Rohingya’) Rohingya people are subjected to both widespread and systematic discriminatory practices against their lives, freedom and physical integrity. The denial of citizenship, lack of documentation and limited freedom of movement has a detrimental impact on the Rohingya population, affecting their lives and freedom by severely limiting their access to health care, education, livelihood and other basic services such as food, water and sanitation.\textsuperscript{189}

Policies seriously affecting the reproductive rights of women
Under the previous risk factor discriminatory polices targeting the Rohingyas was outlined (see ‘Past and present serious discriminatory and exclusionary practices, policies and legislation against protected groups’). In terms of past and present discriminatory, one of them is the 2005 two-child regulation that restricts Rohingya from having more than two children.\textsuperscript{190} This regulation and the Population Control Law are policies that seriously affect the reproductive rights of women, which is what indicator 10.4 refers to. The Population Control Law is aimed at “improving living standards while alleviating poverty in the country; ensuring sufficient quality healthcare; and developing maternal and child health”. However, several human rights organisations have criticised the law for lacking necessary safeguards against human rights violations, as for example violations of sexual and reproductive rights.\textsuperscript{191} This law establish that there have to be at least a 36 months space after giving birth until a woman can have another child, which increases the risk of forced reproductive control methods, as for example, forces sterilisation or abortion.\textsuperscript{192} The lack of guidelines and oversight on how to implement the provisions of the law, together with the current climate of several discriminatory laws, policies and practices targeting minority groups, in particular the Rohingya, increase the risk of this law being used to target minority groups on a discriminatory basis.\textsuperscript{193}

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY - RISK FACTOR 11: SIGNS OF A WIDESPREAD OR SYSTEMATIC ATTACK AGAINST ANY CIVILIAN POPULATION

Risk Factor 11 is a specific risk factor relating to elements of crimes against humanity. More specifically, it looks at “signs of violent conduct including, but not limited to, attacks involving the use of force, against any civilian population and that suggest massive, large-scale and frequent violence (widespread), or violence with patterns of periodicity, similitude and organisation (systematic)”\textsuperscript{33}. There are signs of patterns as well as an increase in violence against the civilian population, in particular ethnic minorities. Amnesty International has concluded that the violent acts carried out by the Myanmar security forces constitute crimes against humanity, and as evident from the above sections there is further evidence of atrocities amounting to genocide. The basic distinction between the two atrocity crimes lies in the objective of the act. The legally defined objective of ‘crimes against humanity’ pertains to the mass abuse of civilian individuals. Genocide on the other hand concerns itself with the objective to destroy in whole or in part a group, which is identified on the basis of religion, ethnicity, race and/or nationality.\textsuperscript{194}

As the atrocities against the Rohingyas has been described in the above section, which also demonstrate evidence constituting crimes against humanity, this section will focus on the alarming reports of severe violations and abuses by both the military and various armed groups against
civilians from ethnic minorities in conflict torn Kachin and Shan States. These patterns of violence against the civilian population together with the army’s use of methods of violence that does not distinguish between civilian and military targets indicates both a widespread and systematic use of force against civilians, in particular ethnic minority groups.

Signs of patterns and an increase in violence against civilian populations

There are alarming reports of severe violations and abuses against civilians from ethnic minorities in conflict torn Kachin and Shan States by both the military and various armed groups. Thus, there is evidence of indicator 11.1, namely, signs of patterns of violence against civilian populations. Violence against civilian populations is not a new feature in the protracted armed conflict in these states, however, there has been an increase in the number and scale of violent acts committed against civilian populations since mid-2016 as armed conflicts in Kachin and Shan States escalated again. Indicator 10.2 is thereby also discernible, which includes an increase “in the number, types, scale or gravity of violent acts committed against civilian populations”.

A recent report by Amnesty International, based on three research missions conducted between March and May this year to Kachin and Shan States, contains details of Myanmar’s military forces and various armed groups committing serious violations of the laws of war. During or in connection to military operations against ethnic armed groups the military often commit serious violations against ethnic and religious minorities, including extrajudicial executions, torture, ill-treatment, looting of property and indiscriminate shelling of, or near, civilian villages. During fighting in Monekoe in November last year civilians from ethnic minority groups were detained and used as human shields. While the military is responsible for most violations various armed groups are also guilty of serious abuses against civilians, such as indiscriminate firing into civilian areas, abductions, summary executions and forced recruitment, including forced recruitment of children. In addition to this, they sometimes move through civilian areas during combat or base themselves near villages, thereby putting civilians at risk. Important to note is that although many civilians support the armed struggle of ethnic opposition groups and consider them as their protectors from the army, as mentioned under Risk Factor 4 (see “Us” and “them” – the salient divisions along religious and ethnic lines’) most people live in fear of any armed group coming to their village.

Use of methods of violence that does not distinguishing between civilian and military targets

Indicator 11.8 concerns “signs of development or increased use of means or methods of violence that are incapable of distinguishing between civilian and military targets”. The military frequently use mortar and artillery shells during fighting with ethnic armed groups, which often land in civilian areas. As a result civilians are killed and injured and their homes and other structures are damaged. The regularity of these incidents where civilians are harmed indicates that they are not sporadic and a sign of a development of use of methods that does not distinguishing between civilian and military targets, including the military not taking sufficient precautionary measures to minimise civilian harm. In fact, there have been incidents with the army firing artillery shells or mortars into civilian villages in Shan State even when they are not fighting with an armed group. Moreover, that ethnic armed groups sometimes moves through civilian areas during combat or base themselves near villages increase the risk of civilians being harmed.
Risk Factor 12 looks further into elements of crimes against humanity and whether there are “facts or evidence suggestive of a State or organisational policy, even if not explicitly stipulated or formally adopted, to commit acts of violence directed against any civilian population”. Two indicators for Risk Factor 12 are evident, with evidence of policies and practices sanctioning unlawful attacks and killings of civilians (12.1) and the involvement of high-level military authorities in violent acts against civilians (12.10).

Policies and practices sanctioning indiscriminate attacks on civilians
Indicator 12.1 refers to “official documents, political manifestos, media records, or any other documentation through which the existence of a State or organisational plan or policy to target civilian populations or protected groups is directly revealed, or could be inferred”. An investigation made by the International Human Rights Clinic (IHRC) at Harvard Law School in 2014 identified military policies and practices at the operational-policy, tactical and enlisted soldier levels that have resulted in unlawful attacks and killings of civilians. Their findings also identified senior military officers and low-level soldiers that could be held responsible for crimes against humanity. Thus, indicator 12.10 is also evident, which refers to the involvement of high-level military authorities in violent acts against civilians.

A number of policies that sanction indiscriminate attacks on civilians have been developed within the military structure at both operational-policy and tactical level, such as using geographic delineation in which there are different rules of engagement. Leaked military documents reveal that in certain areas the principle of distinction are explicitly rejected, with soldiers being instructed that everyone in a specific area are “enemies” and may be targeted even if there are factors suggesting that they are civilians not directly participating in hostilities. According to IHRC, this is a part of the military’s larger counterinsurgency policy aimed at clearing areas from “any humans, equipment, systems and functions that support enemies”.

In addition to this, there is a lack of accountability for military personnel attacking and abusing civilians in Myanmar’s opaque courts-martial system, as well as evidence of promotions of commanders following large military offensives with reports of wide-scale violations of international law. Although not explicitly stipulated or formally adopted these are incentive structures, which rewards rather than discourage violent attacks on civilian populations. This lack of accountability, together with the institutional culture that normalise targeting of civilians, further influence low-level soldiers on the enlisted soldier level in their decision to carry out attacks and/or abuse civilians.

Risk Factor 13 refers to indications of war crimes, which only can take place in the context of an armed conflict. Thus, the indicators for Risk Factor 13 are aimed at identifying “conflict-related conduct that seriously threatens the life and physical integrity of those protected under humanitarian law”. Both the military and ethnic armed groups are adopting measures that severely curtail the rights of civilians protected under international humanitarian law, such as wilful and extra-judicial killings, appropriation of property, torture and inhuman treatment. In addition to this, there is evidence of the indiscriminate use of force by the military, as well as indications of ethnicity being used as a determinant for allegiance to an armed group. An increasingly worrisome
trend is the significant deterioration in access for humanitarian organisations’ to civilian populations, which has devastating consequences for IDPs in the Kachin and Shan States dependent on humanitarian organisations providing them basic necessities.

Measures severely curtailing the rights of those protected under international humanitarian law
Indicator 13.6 refers to the “adoption of measures that severely curtail the rights of those protected under international humanitarian law, including those aligned or perceived as aligned with opposing parties but not taking active part in hostilities”. Civilians are protected under international humanitarian law, including civilians not taking direct part in hostilities. As outlined under the previous risk factor (see ‘Signs of patterns and an increase in violence against civilian populations’), Myanmar’s military forces and various armed groups have attacked civilians from ethnic minorities in conflict torn Kachin and Shan States, and adopted measures that severely curtail the rights of civilians under international humanitarian law. There are reports of both the army and ethnic armed groups committing wilful and extrajudicial killings, appropriation of property, torture and inhuman treatment, all of which are rights of civilians protected under international humanitarian law. The army is furthermore responsible for extensive destruction, caused by indiscriminate shelling of, or near, civilian villages. Ethnic armed groups on the other hand have conducted forced recruitment, thereby breaking the laws of war by compelling protected persons to serve in the forces of a hostile power.

In this context, it is important note that although some of the civilian population support the ethnic armed groups with reserves (see Risk Factor 4 “‘Us” and “them” – the salient divisions along religious and ethnic lines’) they are still considered as civilians under international humanitarian law, as they are not taking direct part in hostilities, and are therefore protected.

Ethnicity as a determinant of allegiance to a party of the conflict
Indicator 13.4 relates to “promotion of ethnicity or religion as a determinant of national allegiance or allegiance to a party of the conflict”. Civilians, and men in particular, are being targeted in Kachin and Shan States by the military as they are assumed to be involved with an ethnic armed group. Moreover, the strong Burman nationalist sentiment within Myanmar’s military have resulted in a widespread prejudice among soldiers against people from other ethnic groups, which further add to the perception of ethnicity as a determinant for allegiance to an armed group.

Indiscriminate use of force
Indicator 13.13 includes the failure to take action to avoid launching attacks that allow the indiscriminate use of force, or to conduct military operations in heavily populated areas or to non-military targets. As outlined under Risk Factor 11 (see ‘Use of methods of violence that does not distinguishing between civilian and military targets’) there is evidence of the military launching attacks that allow the indiscriminate use of force, as well as conducting military operations in heavily populated areas and on non-military targets. The regularity of incidents where civilians in Kachin and Shan States are killed and injured by mortar and artillery shells, which are frequently used by the military during fighting with ethnic armed groups, reveal that the military repeatedly launch attacks that allow the indiscriminate use of force. In addition to this, there have been incidents of the army firing artillery shells or mortars into civilian villages in Shan State even when they are not fighting with an armed group, demonstrating that the army conduct military operations on non-military targets.

Indicator 13.13 also refers to rules of engagement that allow the indiscriminate use of force, which IHRC’s investigation have evidence of. They have been privy to leaked military documents revealing
that in certain areas the principle of distinction are explicitly rejected, and that soldiers have been in-
structed that everyone in a specific area are “enemies” and may be targeted even if there are factors
suggesting that they are civilians not directly participating in hostilities (see Risk Factor 12 ‘Policies
and practices sanctioning indiscriminate attacks on civilians’).

Restrictions on humanitarian access
The UN and other humanitarian organisations have raised concern over the significant deterioration in
access to civilian populations in need of humanitarian aid in conflict areas (see also Risk Factor 6
‘Limited cooperation with international organisations and their and access to populations’). Thus,
there is evidence for indicator 13.8, with conduct impeding delivery and access of humanitarian sup-
port indispensable to the survival of those protected under international humanitarian law.

Following the escalation in conflict last year in the Kachin and Shan States humanitarian organi-
sations’ access to civilian populations have been increasingly restricted by military authorities to
areas both within and beyond government control. Also ethnic armed groups have been limiting
humanitarian organisations’ access to civilian populations in areas under their control. Although
local civil society organisations continue to provide humanitarian support, they often have limited
resources and capacity. This has devastating effects for civilians in these states, where there are
around 100,000 IDPs dependent on humanitarian organisations providing them basic necessities.

The government however has questioned these numbers of IDPs, further stating the restrictions on
access are due to a number of factors, such as diversion of aid.

The final risk factor, Risk Factor 14, concerns “conflict-related conduct that threatens the pro-
tection provided by international humanitarian law to humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping
personnel not directly taking part on hostilities”. There are currently no serious threats to hu-
manitarian organisations operating in Myanmar. However, two indicators are present that denote
inaction from the government and the military to cooperate with international humanitarian or-
ganisations, which together with the escalation of violence and tensions in Kachin and Shan States
suggest that there could be an increased risk for humanitarian personnel. These are indicators
14.5 and 14.1, which concerns limitation of access for humanitarian organisations and perception
of political interference by the broader international community.

Reluctance of collaborating with international organisations
Last year two incidents of humanitarian aid workers being attacked and injured were reported. Both
attacks took place during March in Shan State by unknown assailants, injuring three Red Cross vol-
unteers. Overall, however, the likelihood of an attack on humanitarian personnel is low. None-
theless, the presence of indicator 14.1 and 14.5, which indicates inaction from the government and
the military to cooperate with international organisations, together with the escalation of violence
and tensions in Rakhine, Kachin and Shan States suggest that there could be an increased risk for
humanitarian personnel.

As mentioned under Risk Factor 3 (see ‘Inadequate internal mechanisms of oversight and accounta-
bility’) the UN Human Rights Council adopted a resolution in March this year in which they decided to
send an independent international fact-finding mission, with the purpose to investigate allegations against Myanmar’s military and security forces of committing serious human rights violations. Unfortunately, the government of Myanmar has distanced themselves from the resolution, with the government stating that they will not accept nor grant visas to members of a UN fact-finding mission. Also State Counsellor Suu Kyi has officially opposed the resolution, further stating that the government of Myanmar will only listen to the final report of the Advisory Commission on Rakhine State that is led by former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, which was released in August this year. “We’ll cooperate when [the commission report] comes out. And we will also take actions according to the report of the commission chaired by Vice President U Myint Swe,” said U Zaw Htay to the news agency The Irrawaddy. The statements by the government of Myanmar, including State Counsellor Suu Kyi, indicates them perceiving the fact-finding mission as political interference by the international community (indicator 14.1), and the UN in particular. In fact, Kyaw Zeya, a permanent secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has stated to Reuters “Why do they try to use unwarranted pressure when the domestic mechanisms have not been exhausted?”.

As outlined under the previous risk factor (see ‘Restrictions on humanitarian access’), humanitarian organisations’ access to civilian populations in need of humanitarian aid in conflict areas are limited due to restrictions by the military, and sometimes by ethnic armed groups. Thus, indicator 14.5 is present, with evidence of “interference, limitation or prohibition of access or movement of humanitarian or peacekeeping operations or their personnel”.

**CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

From the above analysis, it is clear that the current risks of mass atrocity crimes occurring in Myanmar are very high. In fact, according to UN officials and various reports by humanitarian and human rights organisations, atrocity crimes have been, and are currently being, committed in Myanmar mainly by security forces against vulnerable populations including ethnic minority groups.

The framework states “the more risk factors (and the greater number of relevant indicators) that are present, the greater the risk that an atrocity crime may be committed”. The analysis of all eight common risk factors, including several indicators, demonstrates the presence of conditions that increase the risk of atrocity crimes. Arguably, of highest concern in terms of the common risk factors are risk factors 1, 2, 3, and 4, with nearly all indicators of each being met. Especially problematic is the extended power guaranteed to the military in the 2008 Constitution, including the military not being under civilian control, which affects the government’s capacity to influence the military to comply with human rights and international humanitarian law standards. Another worrisome sign is the construction of identity among ethnic and religious lines in Myanmar. The creation of identities in terms of “us” and “them” has resulted in an exclusionary ideology, which also serves as driver that justifies the use of violence against “the other”, as demonstrated by the severe repression and human rights abuses faced by Myanmar’s various minority groups, in particular the Muslim population.

More importantly, there are a number of indicators present for the specific risk factors, relating to crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. Several indicators relating to the risk the crime of genocide (Risk Factor 9 and 10) were identified, demonstrating an intent to destroy the
Rohingya. There are evidence of security forces targeting the Rohingya, with reports of extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests, torture, systematic rape, and the burning of Rohingya villages, as well as widespread and systematic discriminatory practices against their lives, freedom and physical integrity.

The indicators found under Risk Factor 11, 12 and 13 demonstrates that Myanmar’s military forces and various armed groups are committing crimes against humanity and war crimes in Kachin and Shan States. Myanmar’s military forces and various armed groups have attacked civilians from ethnic minorities in conflict torn Kachin and Shan States, and adopted measures that severely curtail the rights of civilians under international humanitarian law. There are reports of both the army and ethnic armed groups committing wilful and extrajudicial killings, appropriation of property, torture and inhuman treatment, all of which are rights of civilians protected under international humanitarian law. The army is furthermore responsible of extensive destruction, caused by indiscriminate shelling of, or near, civilian villages. Ethnic armed groups on the other hand have conducted forced recruitment, thereby breaking the laws of war by compelling protected persons to serve in the forces of a hostile power. The military, and to some extent also ethnic armed groups, are furthermore restricting the delivery and access of humanitarian support indispensable to the survival of civilians, which are protected under international humanitarian law.

**CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS**
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**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF MYANMAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Further implement measures aimed at preventing hate speech, propaganda, and incitement to violence against minority groups in the country. In this regard, the composing of a new draft law countering hate speech, for which the State Counsellor has asked for advice from the international community, is a step in the right direction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Special attention and measures are needed to address the root causes of conflict among the communities in Rakhine state. An example of such measures is the implementation and support of local conflict prevention processes, including programmes that promote and creates venues for interaction and dialogue between ethnic and religious/cultural groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Promote intercultural dialogue and peaceful reconciliation, including the establishment of programs and mechanisms dealing with identity-based tensions and conflicts in the country. A first step in terms of reconciliation should be to officially acknowledge the past and present abuses that the people of Myanmar have suffered. Official government programmes for transitional justice and reconciliation should be developed in collaboration with civil society actors that are working with these issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ensure that members of the military that have committed serious crimes against civilians are brought to justice in civilian courts. As a preventive measure the military and security forces should be adequately trained in human rights protection and international humanitarian law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Allow unrestricted access to UN bodies for verification of allegations of human rights violations and to humanitarian organisations for delivery of relief services to civilian populations, regardless of their identity and location in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Fully cooperate with the UN Fact-Finding Mission that will be deployed to investigate the allegations of serious human rights violations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Appoint a National R2P Focal Point to coordinate action on atrocities prevention in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Develop existing complaint mechanisms for human rights violations. This includes the strengthening of Myanmar National Human Right Commission through adequate representation and training of the commissioners, as well as increased transparency, thorough investigations, witness/victim protection, and a system to make confidential complaints.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REGIONAL ACTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ASEAN should step up and do more to respond to the atrocities being committed in Myanmar. Specifically, it should call out Myanmar as a member state of the regional organisation to abide by the ASEAN Charter’s provisions on human protection and uphold its commitment to the international human rights and international humanitarian law principles. ASEAN should also use its existing mechanisms to engage with the civilian government and the military in Myanmar to put an end to violence and ensure the protection of the stateless Rohingyas and other ethnic minority groups.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China should continue to support the peace process in Myanmar, using its influence to encourage ethnic armed groups to join the peace talks. With regard to the crisis in Rakhine, China should restrain from the use of its veto powers in the UN Security Council in order for the international community to have consensus on an appropriate resolution that strongly condemns the atrocities being committed in Rakhine against all affected communities and holds into account the civilian government and the military in Myanmar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ASEAN should continue to provide capacity-building assistance to Myanmar in the areas of border security, immigration, conflict prevention, and peacebuilding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ASEAN should utilise the AICHR, ACWC, and AIPR to engage with Myanmar and encourage and assist the government to fulfil its responsibility to protect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ASEAN should seriously consider activating the Troika mechanism and engage the government of Myanmar in a dialogue in response to the ongoing humanitarian crisis in Rakhine, Karen and Shan states.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>States have a responsibility to encourage and assist other states to uphold their responsibility to protect. Individual states should therefore develop a foreign policy practice – using tools such as dialogue, trade and development aid – that encourage and support Myanmar in strengthening their capacity to uphold human rights and international humanitarian law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>International partners, such as Australia, Japan, the EU and the US, should provide capacity building assistance to Myanmar’s institutions and law enforcement agencies through education and training on human rights protection, inter-faith dialogue and community building, as well as countering hate speech.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The UN, ASEAN, EU and other bilateral partners, including individual states in their bilateral diplomatic relations with Myanmar, should continue to encourage Myanmar to fully cooperate with the UN Fact-Finding Mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>It is crucial that the UN, ASEAN and other bilateral partners continue to provide assistance to the IDPs and refugees in the Bangladesh, Rakhine, Kachin and Shan state that are currently living in camps without adequate food, shelter, and health provisions. To put an end to the ongoing crisis these actors should further assist the central and state governments address the root causes of conflict among these communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The international community should continue to provide funding and support to NGO’s and Civil Society Organisations at the local and grassroot level, which are assisting civilian populations in need of humanitarian aid and working to promote dialogue, reconciliation and human rights, as well as documenting violations of human rights and international humanitarian law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The UN, ASEAN and other international organisations, together with individual states, scholars and NGOs with experience and expertise in reconciliation and transitional justice, should assist Myanmar in developing government programmes for transitional justice and reconciliation, sharing their knowledge and experience of best practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>It is of high importance that the Security Council and General Assembly continue to address the issue of Myanmar, in particular the situation in the Rakhine, Kachin and Shan state, with regular briefings and participation of UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Special Rapporteur and other relevant experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The UN, ASEAN and other bilateral partners should provide assistance to neighbouring states of Myanmar, in particular Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Thailand, and Malaysia which are currently hosting a large number of refugees from Myanmar.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CIVIL SOCIETY ACTORS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Civil society actors are in a unique position to play a positive role, as they most often have close ties to different ethnic groups and a deep understanding of local dynamics and their stakeholders. It is therefore crucial that they continue their important work in promoting as well as developing and implementing programmes and strategies for conflict-prevention, intercultural dialogue, inclusivity and reconciliation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Civil society actors have a key role functioning as an intermediary between the government and non-state armed groups, and should continue to promote and support inter-faith and communal dialogue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>More civil society actors should engage with local and national authorities, offering to share their experiences and knowledge by providing advice and inputs on policy formation and draft laws.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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52. Security forces includes the military, Boarder Guard Forces, militia and police.


76. The ICTJ provides technical assistance to Myanmar’s civil society in its effort to incorporate transitional justice into the reform process.


85. Ibid, p.4.


102. Percentile rank indicates the country's rank among all countries covered by the aggregate indicator, with 0 corresponding to lowest rank, and 100 to highest rank.
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223. Indicators 1.6, 1.9, 1.10, 3.9, 3.10, 4.9 were absent.